Introduction
CISSORED-pair control-moment gyros have been around for over a century. Brennan's monorail used two counter-rotating flywheels with gearing between their gimbals to provide symmetric stabilization around left or right turns [1, 2] . Also referred to as twin gyros, scissored pairs maintain equal-magnitude and opposite-sign gimbal angles for two control-moment gyros (CMGs) with parallel gimbal axes [3, 4] . A scissored pair, like any array of CMGs, provides attitude-control torque via momentum exchange with the body on which it is mounted. The Skylabera Astronaut Maneuvering Research Vehicle used scissored pairs for attitude control [5, 6] . These devices have also been studied as gyrodampers of large space structures [7, 8] . A robot with single revolute joints requires output torque along a single axis. The enforced symmetry of a scissored pair provides such a torque without introducing large reaction torques in the robot. Such a system could be used to rapidly maneuver a payload with less power than rapidly maneuvering the entire spacecraft [9] .
We consider a scissored pair that uses a mechanical constraint, such as gears or a mechanical linkage, to enforce the gimbal symmetry. We compare it to a scissored pair of independent CMGs. Each CMG in a scissored pair of independently driven CMGs has its own gimbal motor, which needlessly uses power to react what should be a workless constraint torque. As explained in this note, the gear cancels certain torques that would otherwise act on the independent CMGs. The gear also replaces the two independent gimbal motors with a single motor, which may represent improved mass and volume efficiency in the electromechanical design. An early double-gimbal CMG concept with mechanical synchronization is described by Liska [10] . This note discusses the reduction in power use and the effect on motor size that a geared scissored pair provides as compared to an independent scissored pair.
Scissored pairs attempt to mitigate some of the difficulties associated with traditional CMGs that arise from the changing direction of the CMG output torque. Accommodating the changing output-torque direction is among the greatest challenges of CMG-based attitude-control system design because this effect can lead to internal singularities 1 [11] . When a CMG array is singular, it cannot produce the commanded torque. Singularities in scissored pairs occur only if the commanded torque exceeds the capability of the scissored pair in magnitude or if the momentum stored in the pair is at a maximum. These saturation singularities occur in any actuator. Scissored pairs otherwise offer a singularity-free range of angular momentum, unlike other CMG array geometries [12] . Essentially a scissored pair array provides a set of constant-direction, variable-magnitude momentum vectors whereas typical CMG arrays provide a set of constant-magnitude, variable-direction momentum vectors. Scissored pairs also have a unique zeroangular-momentum configuration, which simplifies maneuver design. However, their singularity-free performance artificially limits the momentum envelope of a scissored-pair array by constraining the available output torque of the pair to a single line instead of a disc. This note does not investigate the relative merits of such an array. Rather, we focus on the internal torque cancellation and the resulting power savings for a geared scissored pair as compared to an independent scissored pair.
Analysis
In this analysis, the combined inertia dyadic of the gimbal structure and the rotor I gr of each CMG is assumed to be spherical and hence constant in any frame. Using 1 to represent the unit dyadic, the CMG inertia is expressed as: 
The gimbal torque errors due to this assumption are small, as discussed below. This value also incorporates the effective inertia due to output-axis compliance [13] . The gimbal angle, φ, the body rate relative to the inertial N frame, ω ω ω ω B/N , and the rotor momentum, h r , which is constant in the gimbal frame, are shown in Fig. 1 . The gimbal axis, ĝ, comes out of the page. Taking the derivative in the gimbal frame and applying the transport theorem gives the derivative of the CMG angular momentum:
An overdot indicates the time derivative of a scalar, and we use the following notation to indicate a derivative in the N frame: The torque applied by the gimbal motor on the first of the two CMGs acts only along the gimbal axis and is the dot product of ĝ and Eq. (2). For the second CMG of the scissored pair, the gimbal rate is opposite the first. The rotor momentum magnitude is identical for each CMG, but the direction is not. Therefore, h r1 ≠ h r2 . We construct a control volume for each gimbal to isolate the individual gimbal torques as shown in 
( )
We neglect the obvious disadvantage of friction and backlash in the gears, but also note that gears could reduce or eliminate misalignment of the gimbal angles [14] . The mechanical power used by the CMGs for a maneuver is the product of gimbal torque and rate.
Both positive and negative power are assumed to require energy from the spacecraft power subsystem. Therefore we consider the absolute value of power in our comparisons. The sign would matter in a case where the spacecraft power system efficiently recovered this energy expenditure in a regenerative fashion, e.g. using the gimbal motor as a generator. We assume that such an architecture is not in place for purposes of this study. Here, power is independent of the sign of gimbal torque and gimbal rate. For a lossless system that perfectly returns negative power to the system, there is no distinction between geared and independent scissored pairs.
The rotor-momentum terms typically dominate the product-of-inertia terms in Eqs. (4) to (6) , justifying the CMG inertia in Eq. g r gr gr I + = = I I I 1 (1) and providing the following approximation for the gimbal torque:
The body rate largely determines CMG power use because of this base-rate effect on gimbal torque. Geared scissored pairs can reduce base-rate effects through internal torque cancellation. This result neglects losses due to friction and electromagnetic inefficiencies under the likely assumption that the gimbal torque per se drives the power design in an agile application. Such losses may make CMGs an inefficient choice for a generally quiescent robotic system.
From this result, the approximate power for the geared or the independent scissored pair is
The portion of B/N ω along the gimbal axis does not affect this result. Therefore, we consider only the projection of body rate onto the plane normal to ĝ. This projection is represented as a magnitude, ||ω ω ω ω||, and an angle, α, at which the rate is oriented relative to the output axis of the scissored pair, as shown in Fig. 1 . The magnitude of the body rate, rotor momentum, and gimbal rate can be factored out of Eqs. (9) and (10) to define a nondimensional power
( ) 
The nondimensional power of independent and geared scissored pairs is shown for one quadrant of the gimbalangle, body-rate-angle space in Fig. 3a&b . Symmetry of P * about φ and α equal to n·π/2 is apparent from Eqs. (12) and (13) . (P* repeats every n·π.) The product ||ω ω ω ω||·h r is the same for every point on each surface so that an independent scissored pair can be compared to a geared pair. This result is relevant if considered over many maneuvers, in which the gimbal rate and body rate are uniformly distributed over the body-rate and gimbal angles.
At the origin the power is at a peak, as expected, because the scissored pair is directly responsible for the work done on the body. When the scissored pair saturates and the body rate is perpendicular to the output axis (φ and α each approach ±π/2), the opposing torques add for the independent scissored pair but are canceled internally for the geared scissored pair. In the quadrant shown, the geared scissored pair offers a clear advantage over the independent scissored pair for α+φ>π/2. For α+φ<π/2, the two require the same power. The peak torque and power of the motor on the geared scissored pair is theoretically twice that of the independent scissored pair. However, if no momentum bias exists in the spacecraft system, then the body rate is zero when all gimbal angles in an array are zero. In this likely case, the geared scissored pair has a lower peak power at the origin while the independent scissored pair must still account for the second peak in power at (φ,α)=(π/2,π/2). The ratio of power for the geared scissored pair to power for the independent scissored pair as a function of φ and α is found from Eqs. (12) and (13). The body-rate magnitude, rotor momentum, and gimbal rate divide out. 
This ratio is shown in Fig. 3c as a function of base-rate angle α and gimbal angle φ. The volume of the region where the ratio is less than one represents the power savings. The volume enclosed by the surfaces in Fig. 3a&b represents simplistically the total power over many maneuvers with uniformly distributed body and gimbal angles and rates.
The ratio of the total enclosed volumes, found by integrating Eqs. (12) and (13), is 2/π. These results do not show the contribution of output-axis compliance, which adds an offset to Fig. 3 , dependent on the particular CMG design.
These results can be used to optimize the design of a CMG array and maneuver planning for power usage, and therefore agility, of a spacecraft controlled by scissored pairs. Other design considerations, e.g., total mass, motor size, fault tolerance, and system complexity, are also likely impacted by this strategy but are not discussed here.
For a spacecraft with three rotational degrees of freedom, an array of three orthogonal scissored pairs provides a cube-shaped singularity-free region with sides of length 4·h r . We use this array architecture to illustrate the possible advantages afforded by a geared scissored pair. The maximum angular momentum is 4√3·h r at the cube's corners.
The gimbal angles for a given spacecraft momentum are easily found by projecting the spacecraft momentum vector onto the output axis of each scissored pair. Likewise, the body-rate angle α is the arccosine of the dot product of the body-rate unit vector and the output axis of the scissored pair. For a spacecraft with spherical inertia, the body rate is proportional to the spacecraft momentum. In this case, the geared and independent scissored pairs are equivalent when the array momentum lies within a momentum sphere of radius 2·h r . The geared scissored pairs outperform their counterparts near the corners of the momentum envelope. For a time-optimal maneuver with actuator saturation [15] this region would be well used and represents 48% of the total momentum volume. Abrupt changes in attitude before the spacecraft comes to rest would further increase α and φ in favor of the geared scissored pairs. This comparison considers only two types of scissored-pair arrays. The added power cost for the independent scissored pair array is due to an enforced null motion [16, 17] , indicating that not all null motions are created equal.
Simulations
We simulate the agile spacecraft described in Ref. [18] for a simple rotation about an axis. Three orthogonal scissored pairs provide actuation. The spacecraft angle, rate, and acceleration with finite jerk for a 30 degree maneuver are shown in Fig. 4 . The peak rate is 6 degrees per second [18] . We calculate the CMG momentum as
The CMG momentum is 0.1314 kg· m 2 /s. To utilize the corners of the momentum cube, the peak body rate is scaled by √3 for those maneuvers. The spacecraft inertia is 2.5·1 kg· m 2 . The scissored pair's output axes align with the spacecraft frame basis vectors. degrees. We calculate the peak torque and power of any single gimbal motor in the array, the peak power of the entire array, and the total energy used for the maneuver. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The independent scissored pairs have the greatest peak torque because they must work against the base-rate effect while doing little work on the spacecraft; i.e. the scissored pair constraint enforces a costly null motion. The geared scissored pair has a higher peak power by only 20% over the independent scissored pair because of internal torque cancelations, indicating that one motor with gearing reduces mass over two independent gimbal motors in a scissored pair. The spacecraft power subsystem can also be smaller for the geared scissored pair since the peak power is 36% less than for the independent scissored pair. As expected from the analysis, the geared and independent scissored pair arrays use the same amount of energy when operating on a face of the momentum cube, but the geared scissored pairs use less energy at the corners. The body rate effect causes the peak gimbal power of the geared scissored pair to be less at the faster corner maneuver than the face maneuver even though peak torque is the same. 
Conclusions
A seemingly inconsequential use of a mechanical constraint between the CMGs of a scissored pair provides internal torque cancellation when otherwise the power used would increase. This advantage occurs near the limit of the scissored pair's momentum capacity, a vital region for maximizing performance. A small satellite attitude control system illustrates the effects of the internal torque cancellation provided by a mechanical constraint on peak torque, power, and energy used. A geared scissored pair may reduce the overall mass of the scissored pair by replacing two motors, and the extra housing, harness, and connector mass, with one motor and the connecting gears.
Non-linearities in the gears or mechanism connecting the CMGs may affect these results; thus actual power savings would depend on the hardware implementation. The independent scissored pair performs poorly relative to the geared scissored pair in simulations because they perform costly null motions that are affected by the base rate. The base rate effects are cancelled internally via the mechanical coupling. This conclusion may have implications for mull motions of arbitrary CMG arrays, although such concerns are not investigated in this note.
